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Do you want to see what it's like to ride through a storm as an adjuster?Your new business as an

Independent Insurance Adjuster is at your fingertips. * Begin now. * You don't need to spend time

and hundreds of dollars for training and travel. * Adjuster's Life shares what you need to know from

resume to payday. * No sales gimmick or hook, just simple words penned with sweat from years of

adjusting and one on one training.Â Â This manual comes not only with words and examples but a

promise to personally assist you FREE as you build your adjusting career. In Adjuster's Life I

provide my personal contact information for a direct life line to help when in the field or riding the

desk through an all night write. Â Â This business thrives in any economy, and you can too. Â 

What're you waiting for? Jump in--let's roll.
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Doug writes. Heâ€™s working on his second decade of writing insurance claims and heâ€™s just

finished his third book. When not running down catastrophes he enjoys fishing, spoiling grandkids

and writing about it online at Spurling Silver.

Wow, love, love, love this book! I attended a school, passed my test and received myAll-line Texas

Adjuster's license, but then I hit a wall. I'm new to the industry and although I learned a lot in the

school, it was a bunch of info in a really short amount of time. This book has encouraged me to

move forward with this career and has helped fill in the gaps with questions I had. I highly

recommend buying this book if you're thinking about being an Adjuster or already have a license

and need some very helpful professional job advice.



This well written, fun to read and informative book offers a great value to the aspiring adjuster. Like

any field one enters there is nomenclature, organization styles and traditions that dictate how one

works professionally in that field ie. - 'When in Rome do as the Romans do'. Mr. Spurling has done

a terrific job in presenting a good overview of adjusting life, day to day operations and provides

excellent links to important industry sites, forums and tools used by the seasoned pro's. I'm happy

to have found this book before I got too far along in the process as it is a true 'help guide' to further

my career as a CAT adjuster. Thanks!

I've been on one deployment to Mathew and there were things in this book that would have been

helpful...great incite for the new adjuster. Short and easy to read.

Informative and well written. If you're interested in the subject, this is the first place to start even

before your license. You'll have a better idea of what you're getting into.

Great book....thanks for easing the anxiety of heading into the field, have done a zone deployment

but waiting for that big one like everyone else, after reading this book, which by the way I read from

front to back without putting it down! and taking in your many useful tips and years of knowledge I'm

more excited than ever to get out there and ADJUST! I'd recommend this power house to anyone

interested in the field of adjusting.

Clear and easy to read. Must buy for new adjusters wanting to be independent adjusters.

I'm just starting my career as an adjuster and this book was a great help in putting my nerves at

ease! Great details!

I am interested in learning who adjusters are. This book paints a good picture. I am a board member

of an hoa. I want to understand how to deal with claims
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